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3. Disease Experience 
TD, a 54-year-old non-smoker was diagnosed in May 2020 with extensive small cell lung cancer (ES-
SCLC), a disease typically seen in older adults with a history of smoking. She found out about a 
promising treatment, immunotherapy that could extend her life, but it was not publicly covered. She was 
unable to secure coverage for atezolizumab, the immunotherapy recommended to her and approved by 
Health Canada, as it is not covered in Canada. 
Due to the cost of the treatment, TD was unable to afford the treatment. Her friends launched a 
GoFundMe page to raise funds to help and she was able to begin treatment with atezolizumab in 
combination with chemotherapy. Within a few weeks, a CT scan revealed that the tumours in her lungs 
and pelvis had reduced by nearly half, and the tumours in her breast and pancreas were gone. She could 
breathe much better too. TD went from needing a wheelchair before treatment to running nearly five 
kilometres. In fact, she even ran a marathon to raise money for cancer research in October 2020. The 
treatment gave TD hope. She says, “my son is 14, and even adding a few months to my life is worth 
fighting for as it could mean celebrating a birthday, or Christmas.” This form of treatment for SCLC is 
currently not approved in Canada. 
Lung cancer is the most commonly diagnosed and leading killer of all cancers in Canada, accounting for 
25% of all cancer deaths, and the 5-year survival rate is just 19% (Canadian Cancer Statistics, 2020), 
with lower rates for advanced cases. Small cell lung cancer (SCLC), which occurs in 15% of lung cancer 
cases is a more aggressive form of lung cancer, and is strongly associated with a history of smoking. 
SCLC has a median survival of 7 to 11 months with treatment, and is usually diagnosed in the later 
stages with a high tumour burden, with many patients highly symptomatic at diagnosis. This condition is 
seen mainly in the older population with the median age at diagnosis of 70 years. 
A diagnosis of lung cancer can be quite devastating, leaving patients and their families worried about 
survival. A diagnosis of SCLC can add more worry especially with the poorer outcomes, current survival 
rates and very few treatment options, that patients like TD need to live longer and better. There is a huge 
unmet need for this group of patients. This type of cancer should not be confused with non-small cell lung 
cancer (NSCLC) with occurs in about 85% of cases and has more viable treatment options. 
Unlike NSCLC, SCLC is a more aggressive disease with fewer treatment options, and the standard of 
care, which is chemotherapy, has not changed in the last 30 years. This puts this group of patients at a 
disadvantage especially considering how aggressive the disease is. These patients deserve a treatment 
that treats the cancer, improves symptoms, delays progression and gives them a good quality of life. 
These patients are an underserved group that need new treatment options now. Treatments that give 
them hope, like TD to spend more time with her teenage son, hope for something new that can allow 
them live longer and spend time with loved ones. 
With this in mind, it is crucial to consider the high unmet need in this group of patients. Though 
chemotherapy and immunotherapy represent the current standard for these patients, more viable options 
are needed. Patients already have a huge burden coping with their lung cancer diagnosis; the battle to 
survive this disease should be made easier by ensuring the availability of treatments that work. 
The median survival for a patient with extensive small-cell lung cancer is less than one year. This needs 
to change. Durvalumab in combination with chemotherapy for the treatment of patients with SCLC is a 
treatment option that should be considered for this group of patients. This treatment option can provide 
patients with a better chance at survival and a chance at a better and longer life.  
 

4. Experiences With Currently Available Treatments 
Patient Experience with Current Therapy 
The current therapy for extensive stage small cell lung cancer is chemotherapy or immunotherapy. 
Patient experiences with these two treatments have been summarized below. 
 



Chemotherapy  
4.1a. Chemotherapy worked to treat the cancer 
Chemotherapy continues to be a viable form of treatment for this type of cancer. This treatment has been 
shown to work well in this group of patients resulting in improved symptoms and increasing patients’ 
quality of life. 
This form of treatment has helped patients like JB, who was diagnosed with SCLC in 2019. She was 
treated with chemotherapy and her first scan showed significant improvement and shrinkage of the 
tumour in her lungs and lymph nodes. A follow up scan also showed minimal shrinkage. 
SCLC patients are known to respond well to this treatment, and while this form of treatment helps to 
shrink tumours and improves patient’s symptoms, patients eventually progress or relapse. 
Take DS’s sister who was treated with 4 different types of chemotherapy. Unfortunately, the treatments 
stopped working.  
 
 
4.1b. Side effects of chemotherapy  
Chemotherapy has been a long-standing standard of care and is still a viable option for patients with lung 
cancer. It may be used as a single agent, as a double combination or in conjunction with immunotherapy 
or radiation therapy. The side effects are well known and documented. Some patient’s experience 
minimal symptoms, while others report side effects consistent with those of those on chemotherapy such 
as nausea, vomiting and fatigue.  
J experienced fatigue and irregular heart rates. CH’s mom experienced nausea and weakness with 
chemotherapy. She also developed metallic taste in her mouth and had a hard time eating.  
SM had 6 rounds of chemotherapy for SCLC and says with each round he felt progressively worse. He 
says, “ I experienced tiredness, a feeling of general unwellness and some confusion thrown in for good 
measure! I'm not sure if I will ever feel normal again.” 
 
4.1c. Chemotherapy weakened patients’ immune system 
Chemotherapy can lower patient’s immunity and in some cases, the treatment has wiped out patients 
white and red blood cells and may result in an inability to go out, return to work, have visitors and even 
spend quality time with family and loved one. 
 
4.2. Immunotherapy 
Immunotherapy is a form of treatment that has allowed many patients to hope for improved outcomes and 
has been shown to improve quality of life with more manageable side effects. 
Many of the patients mentioned in the previous submissions said that they went from feeling quite sick 
before treatment, to feeling better within days of their first treatment up to their first few treatments.  One 
patient had a severe cough and had also lost weight, after his treatment his cough slowly went away and 
it had allowed him to have a more normal family life. Since lung cancer patients, and SCLC patients in 
particular have a high symptom burden, this is an important aspect of this form of treatment.  
Patients also reported side effects that were mild and easily managed. In a few cases there have been 
stronger side effects that had to be managed either by OTC or prescription drugs. Most found that the 
treatment was tolerable and did not interfere with day-to-day life. 
It should be noted, no form of immunotherapy has currently been approved for SCLC patients in Canada. 
 
 
 



4.3. Impact on Caregivers 
 
A diagnosis of lung cancer and the subsequent treatment has a major impact on the life of the patient and 
their loved ones. Many caregivers are involved in the care, well-being and management of their loved 
ones, including helping them cope with the symptoms of the disease and the side effects of treatment. 
With certain treatments such as chemotherapy and immunotherapy, which are given via the intravenous 
routes, caregivers may have to take their loved ones for their treatments and care for them afterward. In 
some cases, caregivers may need to take time off work to provide this care, which could lead to a 
reduction in productivity and sometimes financial and even mental stress, which in turn could affect their 
ability to care for their loved one. The emotional and physical toll during and after treatment may affect 
caregivers’ ability to fulfill their role in the family, at work and even to participate in activities they enjoy. 
 
Chemotherapy and immunotherapy are given via the intravenous route. This form of dosage require 
patients to receive treatment in hospital, and may result in long stays at the hospital and also put a 
burden on their loved ones or caregivers who may have to take and stay with them during their treatment. 
 

5. Improved Outcomes 
LCC had difficulties sourcing for data from this group of patients. However, improved outcomes for 
patients would include: 

• Control the cancer 
• Improve symptoms and delay deterioration 
• Manageable side effects 
• Effective on the CNS 
• Delay progression 
• Extend survival with a good quality of life 
• Provide longer lasting and durable treatment 

All of these align with patients’ values. 
 

6. Experience With Drug Under Review 
Due to a lack of patient data/input, LCC has been unable to include patient experience on the requested 
treatment. As mentioned earlier, the treatment is currently not available in Canada, and there were no 
Canadian trial sites for the requested treatment. 
As part of the research for this submission, LCC also looked at the outcomes of SCLC patients on 
atezolizumab in combination with chemotherapy, a submission that was given a negative 
recommendation.  
Here are some the experiences of SCLC patients treated with chemotherapy in combination with 
immunotherapy (atezolizumab). The input is to highlight patient experiences on the combination 
treatment, which may be similar to durvalumab, in combination with chemotherapy. 
Treatment of patients with this combination has been shown to work and work well. This treatment was 
denied to Canadian patients who are really sick and need this treatment. These delays can result in 
patients deteriorating rapidly and even death. Extensive SCLC has a 2 year survival rate of <5%, and a 5-
year survival of <2%, these are very poor numbers. There really is no reason to delay SCLC patient’s 
access to this treatment.  
SC’s spouse was diagnosed with extensive SCLC in 2018 with multiple brain metastases and was treated 
with chemotherapy in combination with immunotherapy. He subsequently developed MAC disease, but 
was able to have surgery to remove it. He was given a year to live and as she says, “ Here we are almost 
at two years. My husband is at 14 months, and I am grateful for everyday. 



AS was diagnosed September 2019 with SCLC and was also placed on the combination treatment. Three 
follow-up scans have all been good. She did experience constipation with the treatment. She is currently 
on just immunotherapy and has not experienced any other side effects.  
The input shows the patients like TD who went from needing a wheelchair before treatment to running a 
marathon, are doing well on this treatment.  

 
7. Companion Diagnostic Test 
Not applicable. 
 
8. Anything Else? 
Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) is not non-small cell cancer (NSCLC). SCLC is a more devastating disease 
with very few treatment options. In fact, treatment for SCLC has not changed in the last 30 years and this 
puts this group of patients at a huge disadvantage. There is a high-unmet need unlike NSCLC patients 
who have a larger range of treatment options available to them. This needs to change. With the current 
standard of care, which has helped many patients by improving the high symptom burden and improving 
their quality of life, many will still progress thus, new treatments that will give patients the opportunity to 
live longer are needed now. 
 
The results of the phase 3 CASPIAN trial, which were presented at ASCO 2020, have shown an 
improvement in patient survival and overall response rate. The study, which had a long follow up, with 
mature data showed more participants were alive at the 2-year mark, this is huge improvement compared 
to the current form of treatment. 10% of patients on durvalumab in combination with chemotherapy had 
not progressed and remained on treatment at two years vs. 2.9% on chemotherapy alone. Durvalumab 
plus chemotherapy also showed a median OS of 13.0 months compared to 10.3 months in patients on 
chemotherapy alone. For many patients like TD, this allows them have better survival rates, and this is 
time they get to spend with their loved ones and make new memories.  
 
pERC provided a negative recommendation for the submission for atezolizumab in combination with 
chemotherapy, also a phase 3 trial study, as it was unable to conclude there was a clinically meaningful 
benefit with the treatment compared to chemotherapy alone. That submission had a median follow-up of 
13.9 months. The requested submission has a longer median follow-up of 25.1 months, with the data 
showing improvement in overall survival and response rates, as such LCC believes pERC can find that 
the treatment is not just clinically beneficial for these patients, it also addresses the unmet needs of this 
patient population, giving them not just a better quality but also quantity of life.  
 
For this group of patients, this improvement is quite a significant achievement especially considering the 
known poorer outcomes. Due to the aggressive nature of the disease many patients on the current 
standard will eventually progress, but with the requested treatment, patients have a better chance at living 
longer, delaying deterioration in symptoms (this is particularly significant because many SCLC are highly 
symptomatic and ill due to the tumour burden) and delaying progression. A treatment that can provide 
significant symptom relief and increase patients’ quantity of life is extremely important. For patients with 
such an aggressive cancer, who have been told they may have less than a year to live, those extra 
months are quite meaningful. 
 
The treatment is also beneficial in treating CNS involvement, as this spares patients from receiving whole 
brain radiation, which comes with known cognitive side effects. It should be noted the trial results showed 
the treatment did not cause an increase in serious side effects, and this is also clinically meaningful.  
 



In terms of cost, LCC understands that pERC may not deem this treatment economically beneficial, and 
that is why we would recommend allowing the treatment go to the negotiating table and let the 
manufacturer and PCPA determine an agreeable price for the treatment. CADTH can also provide a 
conditional recommendation for this treatment, and this can give patients access to the treatment while 
allowing the collection of RWE for this treatment. 
For too long Canadians have been denied necessary treatments. SCLC patients in other countries have 
access to immunotherapy, and this is unfair. With immunotherapy approvals in other countries, LCC was 
able to source and document some of the patient experiences in the treatment sections, which showed 
these patients are alive and doing well on immunotherapy, and this helps provide RWE. The SCLC 
population is a very sick population and making them wait for treatments that have been shown to work 
does not align with patient’s values. 

Longer survival is possible with this treatment, and it is a chance that every SCLC patient deserves. They 
deserve a chance at a good quality of life, time to spend with loved ones, and to be able to maintain a 
new “normal”. The standard of care for this group of patients has not changed in the last 30 years and 
another possible treatment option, atezolizumab, was recently not approved. SCLC is a highly aggressive 
cancer and these patients are an underserved group. We hope CADTH provides a positive 
recommendation for this treatment, this would give these patients hope, hope for something new, hope 
for a chance to live longer. This is a treatment that provides the potential for survivorship, and this is a 
chance that every SCLC patient deserves. 
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